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ON FACTORIZED GROUPS

BY

DAVID C. BUCHTHAL(l)

ABSTRACT.  The effect on a finite group G  by the imposition of the condi-

tion that  G  is factorized by each of its maximal subgroups has been studied by

Huppert, Deskins, Kegel, and others.  In this paper, the effect on  G   brought

about by the condition that  G   is factorized by a normalizer of a Sylow p-sub-

group for each p 6 27(G)  is studied.  Through an extension of a classical theorem

of Burnside, it is shown that certain results in the case where the factors are

maximal subgroups continue to hold under the new conditions.  Definite results

are obtained in the case where the supplements of the Sylow normalizers are

cyclic groups of prime power order or are abelian Hall subgroups of G.

0. Introduction.  A well-known theorem of Huppert [6, p. 162] asserts that if

every maximal subgroup of a finite group  G  has prime index in  G, then  G  is

supersolvable.  The existence of the simple group of order 168 shows that the

above theorem cannot be extended to the case where the maximal subgroups have

prime-power index; nevertheless, a number of authors have obtained significant

results by modifying the hypothesis and conclusion of Huppert's theorem.

Deskins [4] considered the case where the maximal subgroups had prime-power

normal index.  Kegel U3Í investigated groups in which every maximal subgroup

admitted a cyclic supplement of prime-power order.  Later, other authors, such as

Beidleman and Spencer [2], and Nyhoff [14] returned to the concept of normal index.

In the following, we take a different approach.  Instead of looking at the index,

we focus on the subgroups.  Replacing maximal subgroups with Sylow normalizers,

we prove that a finite group is solvable if each Sylow normalizer has prime-power

index and go on to extend the corresponding result of Kegel.

All groups discussed are to be considered to be of finite order. Let G be such

a group. Syl   (G) denotes the set of Sylow p-subgroups of  G,  S    an element of

Syl   (G), NG(S ) its normalizer in G, and n (G) = |Syl   (G)|. A group N is a

Sylow normalizer of G if N = N AS ) for some S    £ Syl   (G) and p £ 77(G), the
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set of prime divisors of  \G\.  Recall that a Hall subgroup H oí G  is a subgroup

whose order is relatively prime to its index in G. We write H < G to indicate

that   H   is  isomorphic to a subgroup of   G.   The expression of H  <•  G   denotes

that   H   is  a maximal  subgroup of  G and   if      denotes  the  normal closure  of

H  in  G.   jC71     is the largest power of p dividing   \G\.

I. Sylow normalizers of prime-power index. The main result of this section is

the following extension of a theorem of Burnside:

Theorem 1.   // each Sylow normalizer of a group G has prime-power index in

G, then  G  is solvable.

Proof (Induction on |G|). The theorem is trivial in the case \G\ = 1. Suppose

\G\ > 1 and the result true for all such groups of order less than \G\. By a result

of M. Hall [7, p. 364], the hypothesis of the theorem is inherited by all factor groups

of G and normal subgroups of G.

We may therefore assume that G is a nonabelian simple group. The proof will

be completed by showing that no such simple group exists.

Let  p £ 77(G)  and suppose that 22 (G) = r . Then  7 divides  72  (G) fot all
f> 1

q £ 77(G),  q 4 r.  To see this, suppose the above statement false.  Then there exists

a £ 27(G) such that r does not divide 72 (G).  Fix 5    £ Syl (G). Since  r does not' q 1       '  q

divide 72 (G), there exists some 5   £ Syl (G) such that 5  < N AS ). Thus H =
q r '   r r G      q

S S   =55    is a subgroup of G with 5   <l H. Since n AG) - A, we can always

find a Sylow a-subgroup of G contained in a fixed p-Sylow normalizer of G.  By

Sylow's theorem, we may choose 5    £ Syl AG) such that S   < NG(S ). Clearly

G = S NASA.
r    (j     p

Since 5   < H, we have G = HN AS ).  Thus all conjugates of N AS ) can be

obtained by transforming  N AS  ) by elements of H.  But  5    < N AS ) and 5    <\ H

imply that

1 fis < n <vy* = n ng(s)8.
heH geG

Therefore, CoteGiN As)) = l\  eG N GiS A8 is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G,

contradicting the assumption that G is simple.

We may thus assume that  r divides 72 (G) for all a £ 27(G), r ¿ q. Suppose

72 (G) = sv.  Then s £ 77(G) and, by the same argument as above, s divides  22 (G)

for all a £ 77(G), q 4 s. By hypothesis, however, n (G) is a prime power and we

have shown that, for all a £ rriG), q 4 r, q £ s, 22 (G)  is divisible by both r and

s. This can only happen if 27(G) contains just r and s. Thus  |77(G)| = 2, and G

must be solvable by the Burnside Theorem, contradicting the nonabelian simplicity

of  G.  Therefore, G  cannot exist, completing the proof of the theorem.

We may restate this result in terms of group factorizations.
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Corollary 1.  Suppose  G  is a group with the property that each Sylow normal-

izer of G admits a supplement of prime-power order.  Then G  is solvable.

Using Corollary 1, the author has been able to prove theorems similar to some

results of O. H. Kegel [13]. Kegel studied the non-Frattini chief factors of a group

in showing that  G  is supersolvable if  G  does not map homomorphically onto 1ÍA),

the symmetric group on four letters, and every maximal subgroup of  G  admits a

supplement which is cyclic of prime power order.

In the case where  G  is solvable, it is possible to replace  "maximal subgroups"

with "Sylow normalizers" and utilize a theorem of J. Ritt [17, p. 27], to show:

Theorem 2.  Let G be a solvable group with the property that every Sylow normalizer

admits a cyclic supplement. Then G is supersolvable or maps homomorphically onto 1iA).

This result has been generalized by David Perin [16]. The reader may consult

Perin's paper for a proof of Theorem 2.

Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we obtain the following:

Corollary 2.  Let G  be a group with the property that every Sylow normalizer

is supplemented by a cyclic group of prime-power order.  Then G  is supersolvable

or G maps onto 1ÍA).

II. Abelian Hall supplements.   Kegel has conjectured that a group is solvable

if each maximal subgroup admits an abelian supplement.  The author feels that a

similar statement can be made about the Sylow normalizers of a group.  Corollary 2

is  a proof  in  the  case  that the  abelian  supplements  are  cyclic  of prime-power

order.

In this last section, we show the solvability of finite groups with the property

that each Sylow normalizer admits an abelian Hall supplement, i.e., a supplement

which is also a Hall subgroup of  G.  The next result relies heavily upon the work

of J. Walter concerning groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.

Lemma 1.  Let G be a nonabelian group with the property that each Sylow

normalizer admits an abelian Hall supplement.   Then G  is nonsimple.

Proof.  Suppose that  G  is such a group and that  G  is simple.  Then G = NA

for all p £ 77(G), where A     denotes an abelian Hall supplement of N  , a p-Sylow

normalizer of G.  If N    n A    4 1> for some p £ 77(G), then the normal closure of

N   n A     in G is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, contrary to our assumption

that G is simple. Therefore, N   O A    = 1, for all p £ 77(G). Thus, p 4 rriA  ) and

A     is a Hall niN ) -complement in G. By the Feit-Thompson Theorem, we know

that 2 e 77(G).

Consider G = ^2A2 = Nç-ASAA.  tot some fixed S. e SyL (G) and some fixed

Ay Since A2  is Hall, there exists some S    £ Syl   (G) such that 5   < A.  and
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|5  I 4 1.  Therefore, A2 < zVG(5 ), since A2  is abelian, and so

NG(Sq)=(NG(S2)nNGiSq))A2.

Since  2 4 niA2) and A2 O ÍNQÍS2) n zVG(5 )) < A2 n zVG(52) = 1, a Sylow 2-sub-

group of NGiSA n NGÍS  ) must be a Sylow 2-subgroup of  N G(S ).  We consider two

cases:

Case 1. 2 4 TtiA  ), where G = zV_(S )A   .  Then  IS.I = |G|, = ¡NAS )L, since

A     is Hall, NGiS ) n A    =1, and 2 ^ 77(A  ). Hence, a Sylow 2-subgroup D of

zVG(52) n zVG(5 ) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ¿VG(5 ).  But D < 52, since 52  is the

only Sylow 2-subgroup of NASA. Therefore, D = S2.

Let g £ G, S8 4 S  .  Then g = an, a £ A.,  n £ N ASA and 58 = 5", since° q q ° 2 G     2 q q

S   < A,.  But then 5, < N AS ) implies 5, = S" < N As )" = NAS") = NAS8) =q —      2 2 —     L,     q r 2 2 —      G      q G     q G     g

NG(5  )8.  Since  58 was an arbitrary conjugate of 5   , Sylow's theorem implies that

52  is contained in every conjugate of N GiS ). Therefore, 52  is contained in

CoreG ÍN AS )), a normal subgroup of G, and G  is nonsimple.

Case 2. 2 e 77(A  ). Then 52  is abelian, since A     is an abelian Hall subgroup.

By the classification theorem of J. Walter [23, p. 405] on groups with abelian

Sylow 2-subgroups, we have that G is isomorphic to one of the following groups:

(i) PSL(2, 2"), 72 > 1.

(ii)  PSL(2, pn), p" = 3  or 5 (mod 8), pn > 3.

(iii)  A simple group M  such that for each involution  j of M, CAj) = (/) x K,

where  K SS PSL(2, r),  r = 3  or 5  (mod 8).

We will show that none of the above groups satisfies the hypothesis of our

theorem.   This will complete the proof of the theorem, since we will have then

shown that Case 2 cannot occur.

The possible factorizations of the projective special linear groups  PSL(2, pn)

have been determined by N. Ito [10].  For completeness, we outline a direct argu-

ment.  In the following discussion of the projective special linear groups, we will

make use. of many properties of such groups and omit the page references to each

property used, referring the reader to L9, Chapter II, §8].

Suppose  G « PSL(2, 2"), n> 1.  Let p £ 77(G), p¿2. Since  \G\ =

(2" + 1)2"(2" - 1), we have that  p divides  2" + 1  or 2" - 1, but not both. In the

first case, G possesses a cyclic subgroup of order 2" + 1  and  N AS ) is a dihedral

group of order 2(2" + 1). Since A     has been assumed to be an abelian Hall-comple-

ment for all  p £ 77(G),  2 4 rriA  ).  In the second case, a similar argument shows

that 2 4 niA-J.  The choice of p was arbitrary; thus, 2 4 77ÍA  ) for any odd

p £ 77(G).  In particular, 2 4 rriA  ), contrary to assumption.  Hence, if G is simple

and satisfies our hypothesis, G Sfe PSL(2, 2").

Suppose  G S PSL(2, p"),  p" = 3  or 5  (mod 8),  pn > 3. Then a Sylow p-sub-

group of G is elementary abelian and n iG) = p" + 1. Therefore, the order of the
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normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup is pnipn - l)/2. Since 2 divides pn + 1, our conditions

force p"ip" - l)/2 and hence ip" - l)/2 to be odd. Let t be an odd prime factor of p" — 1.

The existence of such a / is assured, since p" > 3. As above, / does not divide pn + 1,

and if S   eSyl (G), then \S\ divides p" — 1. Now G contains a cyclic subgroup L of order

(pn - l)/2 with the property that NÀ.S) is a dihedral group of order 2|L| = p" - 1. But

then ipn + l)/2 is odd, forcing |G|- = 2 and G to be nonsimple by [18, p. 139].

We have reduced to the case (iii). If r = 5  (mod 8), then M has been shown

to be  /(ll), the group of order 175,560 discovered by Janko [il].  /(Il) has a 7-

Sylow normalizer of order 42  and index 4,180. Therefore, G 95 /(H), since /(ll)

cannot contain a Hall complement of its 7-Sylow normalizer. Thus, r 4 5 (mod 8).

In the case  r = 3 (mod 8), Walter [22], [23], Janko and Thompson [12], and

Ward [21] have determined a great deal of information about M, known as a group

of Ree-type.  Here M has order r (r   + l)(r — 1), and r = 3  "+ , n > 0. Moreover,

if S? £ Syl3 (M), then  |Sj| = r3, with  |NM(S3)| = r5(r - 1). Now the fact that r is

odd implies that  r — 1   and  r   + 1  are even.  Thus a 3-Sylow normalizer of M  can-

not have a Hall-complement; hence  G gg/VI.

In disposing of the above cases, we have shown that Case 2 cannot occur and

thus that G is nonsimple.

Theorem 3.  Let G be a group in which every Sylow normalizer admits an abe-

lian Hall supplement.  Then G  is solvable.

Proof (Induction on |G|). We may assume \G\ > 1 and the result true for all

such groups H for which \H\ < \G\. By Lemma 1, if G is nonabelian, then G is

nonsimple.  Let  T be a normal subgroup of  G.  Then, for each  p £ ttAG/T),

G/T = iNGiSp)T/T)iApT/T) = (NG/T(Sp)T/T)(ApT/T)

[9, p. 35], where  G = NGiSp)Ap, Sp e Syl   (G). Since p £ n(G/T), SpT/T £

Syl   AG/T) and NG-_(5 T/T)  is supplemented (possibly trivially) by A  T/T. Now

A  T/T is an abelian Hall subgroup of G/T, tot A  T/T is a ttAA  )-group and

[G/T : A   T/T] = [G : A   T] divides  [G:A 1, a 77(A) -number. Thus, every nontriv-
P P P P '

ial factor group of G is solvable by our induction hypothesis.

We suppose that  G  is nonsolvable and show a contradiction in a series of steps.

(1) G contains no nontrivial normal solvable subgroup.

If T is such a group, then by the above, G/T is solvable and hence, G is solvable.

(2) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup K and  CAK) = 1.

If K and  K.  are distinct minimal normal subgroups of G, then G^G/(K O KA

< G/Kx G/K     forcing G to be solvable by induction. Therefore, K is unique.

If <p(G) 4 1, then G/4>AG) is solvable by induction, implying G is solvable. Thus,

rp(G) = 1  and there exists M <• G such that  G = MK and CoreG(M) = 1. The state-

ment follows from a result of Baer [l, p. 119J.
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(3) G = NAS^ n K)K for ail p £ 77(G), 5„ e Syl   (G).G     p r P '   p

This follows by the Frattini argument [l8, p. 129].

(4) K i N    for any p £ rriK).—    p '

Suppose p £ rriK) and K < Np = NGiSp), fot some 5    £ Syl   (G). Then N   <

/VG(5   n f\)  and S    Ci K ^ 1, forcing a contradiction by (3) and (1).

(5) zV   n A„ = 1  for all p £ WM, where G = N A   .
P P c P   P

If D = N    C[ A    ¿ \, then D     is contained in N     forcing K to be contained

in N    by the uniqueness of K and contradicting (4).

(6) G = /VG(5p)K for all p £ rriK), Sp £Sylp(G).

We show that NGiSp) = NGÍS    O K) fot all p £ rriK), Sp £ SylpiG). The result

then follows from (3). Clearly, NAs) < /V J5„ n K), and so G = NAS^ D K)A. where G =

NAs)A. If the containment is proper, then NG(5   OK) OA   ^ 1. Therefore,

i/VG(5   n K) O A )     is a nontrivial normal subgroup ot   NG(5   n K)> forcing K to be con-

tained in ÑAS   O K). But then, 5   O K is a solvable normal subgroup of G by (3), contra-

dicting (1).

(7) |K| = \NAs)\ • \AA  fot all p £ rriK), where G = NriSl)Att, and 5ft eSyL (G).
11        '     /s.      P P Cj     p     p p J   p

We have

[K : NK(5p)] = [K : zVG(Sf ) n K] = [KNG(Sp): N GiS p)]

= [G : NG(Sp)] by (6)

= \Ap\ by  (5).

Therefore, |K| = \NKiSp)\ • \Ap\.

(8) If G = zV A„ for p £ rriK), then A„ < K.

Now, A    n K £ Hall^.,^   AK).  But the above paragraph implies that  1^1^.,^

|A J. Therefore, A    n K = A   . and A„ < K.
1   ¡v '    P ? P -

(9)  K = NKiSp n K)Ap for all p £ ttÍK), Sp £ Sylp (G), where  G = NG(Sp)Ap.

Since A    < K and K < NAsAA^ = G, the Dedekind Lemma [9, p. 8] implies
p— —    opp * *

that  K = (AL-(S )flK)/l   . Since N AS A C\ K = N AS    D K) by the proof of (6),
Op p Kj      p K      p ' *

K = NASh n K)A   .z<    p z>

If K = G, then G would be simple, contrary to Lemma 1, and the assumption

that G is not solvable and, hence, nonabelian. Therefore, K is a proper subgroup

of G which, by (9), has the property that each of its Sylow normalizers admits an

abelian Hall supplement. Thus, K is solvable by induction.

This last step is the desired contradiction.  By (1), K cannot be solvable but,

by (9), X must be solvable. Therefore, G must be solvable.

Corollary 3.  Let G  be a group in which every Sylow normalizer admits a cyclic

Hall supplement.  Then G  is supersolvable.
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Proof.   By Theorem 3, G  is solvable.  Theorem 2 then implies that  G  is super-

solvable or  G maps onto 1(A). We show that the latter cannot occur.

As in the proof Theorem 3, the hypothesis carries over to all factor groups of

G. If G were to map onto 1(A), then a 3-Sylow normalizer of 1(A) would be supple-

mented by a cyclic Hall subgroup of order 8.  But the Sylow 2-subgroups of 1(A)

ate noncyclic. The result follows.
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